
The tech behind

Schnucks’ >2% 
incremental sales lift

Grocer Client Profile: Schnucks

• Established in 1939

• Family-owned regional supermarket chain

• 114 stores in five states across the Midwest

• 160th largest private company in the U.S.

The challenge:

Lifting sales in a changing market

When consumers began to prioritize savings in the face of economic uncertainty, 

Schnucks started looking for a way to stabilize their profit amid supply chain disruption. 

The grocer had already invested heavily in growing sales per square foot, as well as 

traditional marketing strategies to increase traffic and incentivize more purchases. 

What they needed was a way to:

• Acquire new customers

• Increase engagement

• Bolster participation in their Schnucks Rewards loyalty program, 

without increasing acquisition costs

https://www.forbes.com/largest-private-companies/list/4/#tab:rank


The solution:

Driving growth in a new lane with Upside

In 2021, Schnucks partnered with Upside’s digital marketplace. Here’s how it works:

Every day, millions of users nationwide receive profitable, personalized cash back 

offers through the Upside app that incentivize them to shop with Upside partners and 

put more in their baskets. The Upside platform reviews the anonymized transaction 

data grocers already have and compares the purchasing patterns of your existing 

customers with Upsiders. If an Upsider begins buying at your store — for the first time 

or more frequently — then you will see incremental sales you wouldn’t have earned 

without the platform, and since every transaction is profitable those sales fall straight 

to the bottom line.

Same-store sales lift at participating Schnucks locations
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The result:

A >2% fully 
attributable 
incremental 
sales lift

One year into the partnership, Schnucks has 

achieved sales growth unheard of in the industry: a 

consistent incremental sales lift of more than 2%, 

without spending any additional funds on advertising 

or traditional marketing. And that’s just the start.
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https://www.upside.com/newsroom/schnucks-partners-with-getupside-and-rolls-out-new-receiptless-tech-feature


The Upside impact:
• 9.1% of Upsiders were new to shopping at Schnucks.

• 20% of Upsiders were not enrolled in the Schnucks Rewards program.

• 23% of those non-loyalty members joined the Schnucks Rewards program within 30 days.

• Existing Schnucks Rewards members started visiting stores 35% more often and spent 

5% more per visit with Upside.

23%
joined Schnucks’ 
Rewards program 
within the first 
30 days

New 
members

Existing Schnucks 
Rewards members

+35%
Trip frequency

+5%
Spend per visit with Upside

You don’t have to be as tech-forward as Schnucks to reap the benefits of Upside. 

Grocers of any size with any level of IT investment can implement Upside in their 

operations without internal training, tech resources, or POS integration.

Want to learn more about Upside and how the digital 

marketplace can help your store acquire 

new customers, increase purchase 

volume, and generate proven profit? 

Click here.
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https://www.upside.com/business/grocery?utm_source=content&utm_medium=button&utm_campaign=The+tech+behind+Schnucks%E2%80%99+1%25+incremental+sales+lift

